ADAPTING ENGLISH TEACHING TO CHILDREN IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19 : ITEMS AND ACTIVITIES THAT WORK by Byrd Brian
When school resumed in person after the COVID-
19-prompted closure last spring, sharing items in 
the classroom became more difficult. The need to 
disinfect surfaces that had been touched made 
group card games and activities, for example, 
problematic. At the same time, crisis 危機 can 
amidst danger （kiken 危険） produce opportunities 
（kikai 機会）; crisis, kiki in Japanese, combines the 
characters for danger, 危, and opportunity, 機）. I 
have long wondered how to import more reality 
into the sometimes barren-seeming classroom 
world, where desks, books, pencils and screens 
define much of a day’s learning environment. How 
can students experience the power and reality of a 
new language? How can they use their whole body 
as they learn? Can each student having in their 
hand an object of interest or value to them motivate 
participation and enhance their classroom 
experience? Can exercise, competition, and play 
infuse new life into language learning?
I thought back to games I had played as a child, 
such as an egg and spoon race. Could this be 
adapted to an elementary school English teaching 
environment? The activity must motivate, the 
language made clear, efficient （simple, but effective）, 
and extendable. Students need space to play with 
the language they know, to discover for themselves 
how vocabulary can be used in more than one 
situation. In the descriptions that follow, I have 
highlighted some of the phrases demonstrated and 
put into students’ active vocabulary.
Egg on the spoon
Seigakuin Elementary School can divide classes into 
two groups, allowing me to teach under twenty 
students at a time. Our English room and free space 
in front of classrooms provide space for movement. 
I took twenty plastic spoons to class, one for each 
student, and ten colored plastic Easter eggs, one for 
each pair of students. Then I demonstrated as 
follows:
1. Eggonthespoon （I put an egg on the spoon.）
2.  Goaroundthechair （Holding the egg on the 
spoon in front of me, I walked around a chair 
placed a couple meters away.）
3.  Pass to me. （After demonstrating by 
passing the egg onto a second spoon in my 
other hand, I invited a student to get a spoon, 
hold it out, and use the phrase as I passed 
the egg.）
Students then practiced the language, repeating 
after me as I demonstrated. Then, they used one 
hand to mime an egg on the spoon and the other 
hand to mime a chair that their spoon hand then 
went around. With the above three lines flowing 
through their minds and from their lips, students 
came up to get disinfected spoons and eggs, 
arranged their chairs, and started using English as 
they performed the simple activity.
As rhythm and music help learning, I chanted or 
sang “Egg on the spoon” and “Go around the chair” 
to the tune of Here Comes the Bride. “Pass to me” 
comes quickly and easily to most students: “pass” 
is virtually Japanese English and the simple 
command produces the desired result: the egg is 
transferred from their partner’s spoon to their own.
Upping the ante
When students got used to this routine and better 
at keeping the egg on the spoon, a bit of a challenge 
for some first graders, I switched the plastic egg 
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for a plastic chip （coin）. The chips came in four 
colors, yellow, red, blue, and white. Instead of “egg 
on the spoon,” students said, “chiponthespoon” 
and continued to work in pairs. If they strove to 
speak only English, I added chips of different colors, 
one at a time, to their collection as they played.
I also added more challenges: walkaround the
table/desk, passthechipunderthetable, and put 
the chiponthetable and pass to your partner 
saying “push,push,push” as the student pushed 
the chip across the table （or chair） and onto the 
partner’s spoon.
Dice and magnets
Familiarity breeds contempt—or, in working with 
children, introducing a new object each lesson 
provided the spice of motivating variety to keep 
everyone engaged. Giving a die to each student 
prompted language such as dieonthespoon, roll
thedie, and jump3times.
I had students pass strong chalkboard magnets 
under chairs saying, “underthechair” （borrowing 
the notes from Ariel’s Under the Sea to aid memory 
and production） or “passtomeunderthechair.”
When they passed the magnets under metal framed 
tables, the magnets came off the spoon and stuck 
to the metal frame, commotion that prompted “get 
the magnet.”
Races require set up and management, but I also 
had students in groups of four or five race around 
tables, walking with an egg, die, chip, or magnet on 
the spoon and returning to pass the item to the next 
player while teammates gave the appropriate 
commands.
Get the coin
Stricter educational guidelines set in place in 
January after the government declared a state of 
emergency reinforced requirements that students 
do not share items, and that items touched by 
students be disinfected. Teachers already had 
routines of wiping down each desk at the end of the 
day, or after each class for special subjects. Singing 
also had to be suspended, with chapel services and 
music classes adapting accordingly. To teach hands-
on English, I needed items that could be easily 
cleaned and reused, items that I could give to each 
student individually. This led to the activity in 
kindergarten through lower elementary classes, 
“Get the coin.” 
I give each student a penny from my stock of US 
coins, leftover change accumulated on trips back to 
my family home in California. Having something to 
hold on to, particularly something with texture, 
familiarity, and mystery, puts the student in charge 
of a real item—and the accompanying sense that 
English is a bit more real.
For some classes, I would first count the coins out 
onto a table, comparing the pennies with a Japanese 
one-yen coin to answer children’s curiosity 
regarding the monetary value of the coin. When 
each student had a coin on their desk （or chair, in 
the case of kindergarten）, the activity began. The 
students gestured and repeated target language 
such as: “Up, up; head, head, toes, toes, clap your 
hands, turn around, jump three times” etc. until the 
command, “Get the coin!” punctuated the routine. 
Grabbing their coin, the students repeated, “I got 
it” then returned their coin to the desk or chair 
saying “on the desk/chair” to prepare for another 
sequence of acted-out commands.
Holding their coin, students could also practice 
prepositions as they put the coin “on your head,” “in 
your hand,” or balanced the coin “on your knee” for 
as long as possible. Motion makes English come to 
life. A coin in the hand, worth two in the bush or 
bag, prompted the guessing game, “Which hand?” 
Showing the coin on the palm of one opened hand, 
I closed my hand and put both hands behind my 
back, where I could pass the coin from hand to hand 
before bringing both hands closed in fists back in 
front of me for the students to see. “This one?” 
“This one?” I asked, indicating each hand in turn as 
the students repeated the phrase. Students, even 
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kindergartners, then tried the game in pairs.
Disney song-based activities
Our upper grade students can read and write well 
enough to manage, with a bit of help, the lyrics of 
popular and traditional songs. Walt Disney and his 
successors, for example, have planted firmly in 
children’s （and grownups） minds the words, 
melodies, and images of songs from a myriad of 
stories and movies. Pinocchio （1940） left the strains 
of its magical When You Wish Upon a Star to be 
played at the start of each new Disney release. 
Students know the melody and appreciated the 
opportunity to learn the lyrics. I created a cloze 
listening exercise, then paused the You Tube 
recording as the students filled in the missing lyrics. 
Students then mimed the song, copying my hand 
motions to express the meaning of each word and 
phrase. This helped them commit the lyrics of the 
song to memory so that they can sing at home now 
or together when the pandemic lifts.
Memory work
Can committing a short story to memory help 
solidify fifth and sixth graders’ grasp of words and 
phrases that they have encountered through their 
study to date? I had students stand to copy my 
gestures as they repeated a piece entitled Kittens. 
After practicing with their partner, they worked 
together to write from memory the lines: Do you 
like kittens? Kittens are soft and cute. They like to 
run and jump. They play with yarn. Kittens like to 
drink milk, too. Having students take a blank sheet 
of paper and reproducing what they have spoken 
and acted gave me the chance to check the level of 
their listening and writing. It also prepares them 
for producing their own sentences.
Conclusion
The pandemic will continue to challenge us to 
develop new ways to make English real for younger 
students. But even when our situation returns to 
normal, using actual items and accompanying 
activities will enhance English learning in the 
elementary school and kindergarten.
（ブライアン・バード　聖学院大学総合研究所特任
講師）
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